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Bring it on!
Hi folks. Great to see you’re still committed to improving your skills.
This brief newsletter is designed to give you practical tips from my own
experience to take away and apply. Simple as that!
In the three months since your last newsletter I’ve been working on some
really interesting projects and workshops. Here’s a sample:

Run several strategic planning workshops, including one for
‘ActiveSmart’ an innovative new project to encourage and
support people in taking on more active lifestyles
Run the ‘Crash Course in Facilitation’ for staff of St John of God
Hospital in Murdoch, WA.
Undertaken training in online facilitation
Attended a two day ‘Publicity for Profit’ workshop

requests
for topics
you want
covered or
questions
you need
answered, just drop me a line:
andrew@andrewhuffer.com.au
and we’ll make it a learning
opportunity for everyone.
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Started a new business!
I’ll have more information coming your way on the new business in the
next few weeks. It’s under wraps at the moment, but if you’re a newsletter
subscriber, you’ll be the first to know about it - and get first chance to be
part of an exciting program!
Now it’s time to grab a cuppa and get ready to apply the lessons from the
last three months...
Looking forward to your comments and ideas!
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Effective Promotion
How to double your survey
responses

...........................................................................................
Overcoming the ‘your survey sucks’ blues
This article is based on hard-earned experience. I
recently designed and released an online survey.
Structurally I had most things in place – and I’ll go
through these in a moment.
The trouble was I fell at the very first hurdle - tripped
up by my own BIG mistake when I should’ve known
better.
You see the aim of the survey was to develop new
material for you. Specifically I wanted to understand
the challenges people were facing in facilitation. And
from all over the globe. So after all the design work and
testing I sent it out, calling it ...drumroll... ‘The Global
Facilitation Survey.’
That first hurdle? The headline! Put simply, ‘Global
Facilitation Survey’ sucked. It was lame, too corporate
and basically, a bit ‘wanky’ (that’s a technical term.)

And then I started getting all these emails about “who’s
it for? Will you be sharing all the results? What are you
trying to achieve” etc. This was a tad distracting. It was
time to regroup. Fortunately I have been smart enough
(I need to give myself some credit) to subscribe to
some great newsletters on marketing over the last few
years. So I was able to draw upon the lessons learned
from those.
I basically relaunched the survey. Same survey, new
headline – this time with some sugar. The headline was
‘Dealing with difficult participants?’ BANG! More than
doubled the response within a few short days. Why?
Because I was helping people with an existing problem.
How? I sent out the email (and Linked In posts) that
mentioned that ‘Dealing with difficult participants’
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is one of the great challenges facing facilitators. Then
I provided a resource (an ebook I’d compiled) to assist
them. In return I asked for them to complete the survey.
Sounds so simple now! This link shows what respondents
saw

.

So here are my top eight tips for designing a survey that
stands up and gets responses.
1. Be 100% clear on your objective and don’t get
sidetracked – otherwise your respondents will too
2. The survey should take seven minutes or less to
complete (any longer people won’t respond or will
get bored or sick of typing and drop out). If you need
more detailed data ask them if they’re willing to
provide this in a follow up interview or focus group
3. Provide a guaranteed return (i.e. gift) for completing
the survey (something that’s cheap for you and
valuable to your target audience)
4. Provide an exciting ‘grand’ prize. I started with a
one-hour consultation (worth $250.00 = lame), then
scrapped that and went to a half day consultation
worth $1000.00 – now that carries some weight!
5. Avoid open-ended text responses as much as
possible. Use yes/no responses, a range of scaled
responses or a choice of options. (To do this, think of
your question and what the responses may be.) Use
a comments box to get more open-ended answers if
required
6. Invite respondents to leave their contact details for
future follow-up
7. Set up a ‘redirect’, so when people have finished
the survey, it takes them to a ‘Thank you’ page on
your website. This should then provide them with an
extra bonus resource. Here’s an example – it’s from a
different survey – but you should get the idea.
8. Test your survey with colleagues or friends –
preferably those who know little about it
There you have it. If you have any questions, just let me
know. Importantly, I’d love to hear how you’ve used these
tips and what results you’ve achieved.
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Community Engagement
Measuring Effectiveness

...........................................................................................
Now I’m cutting it fine with deadlines and space, so
I’ll provide a few pointers and expand on these in the
next issue.
•

Set some key result areas or KPIs that you want to
achieve as a team during your planning process

•

Identify some of the sociological indicators of
success as well as the quantitative, input-based
measures

•

Think about ways to involve your target audience
in the data gathering – perhaps developing some
skills for them

•

Identify short and long term measures. An
example of a long-term measure is relationship
strength. If your engagement process has been
well planned and showed genuine respect for
your stakeholders, you should have developed
a reasonable relationship with them. This will
enable future engagement processes to be
undertaken with this group by yourself or other
parts of your organisation

•

Use a range of measuring and reporting
mechanisms including surveys, focus groups and
interviews
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Top tips for containing the Winter
Waistline
Q - What’s this got to do with the focus of this
newsletter?
A - Everything! What is being fit in mind and body
worth to you? To your organisation? To your clients
that rely on you?
You probably know that Western Australia is a BIG
state. And over here we’re always hearing about
expansions. The papers were recently full of stories
about the waist expansions of many Western
Australians. This includes FIFO’s and DIDO’s (aka Dine
in/Dine out)...
Now winter is my fave time of the year - so many
comforting, warming foods. And I really get in to
cooking. Right now I can smell vegetables roasting
in olive oil, sprinkled with my mixed of crushed
peppercorns, coriander seeds, garam masala and sea
salt. Whilst this is soooo enjoyable, we’ve gotta draw
the (waist) line somewhere.
So here are my top tips to counter the winter waist
expansion:
•

Eat regularly and healthily - including a delish
lunch each day (get on the soup wagon)

•

Start Zumba classes (I dare you!)

•

Kick the couch using the Couch to 5K app

•

Get someone else to exercise for you - like our
friend Tim in his ride to conquer cancer
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Building your team
Team Motivation
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Looking at fear motivation, after awhile, people
become desensitised to it. They think “well I had to
watch all the episodes of ‘Being Lara Bingle’ for my
last indiscretion – what could possibly be worse?”

...........................................................................................
The strawberries and champagne are in strong
demand at Wimbledon right now. From the
archives I can hear Lleyton Hewitt screaming
‘c’monnnn.....’ as he pumps his fists or writhes
around on the court like an ant on speed.

I’ve tried this tactic as a motivating force with the
staff at my wife’s cafe – it doesn’t seem to work –
no matter how many times – or how loud – I do it!
Especially the ant on speed bit..

So I’ve gone back and watched a DVD of the
much admired and slightly off-the-wall, Tom
O’Toole.
Anyone living in Victoria will know of the
Beechworth Bakery that Tom established back in
1984. Prior to this he ran the Augusta bakery in
WA.
I actually have a long-bow connection with Tom.
He grew up in Tocumwal on the NSW side of the
Murray, who I played footy against as an excitable
young lad whilst living in a small town called
Nathalia. We were known as ‘The Purples’ (true!)
and Tocumwal were known as ‘The Bloods.’ Later
I also played for Trafalgar – coincidentally, also
known as ‘The Bloods’ (Trafalgar in local dialect
means ‘place of bogan.’) And I’ve been to Tom’s
bakery. (I’m still not sure what the restraining
order was about..)
Back to Tom. He showed three key ways of
motivating staff.

And as for incentive motivation, the risk is that
people come to expect the bonus, the benefit,
the sugar. And they can become jaded if it’s not
forthcoming.

What Tom does well is focus on incentive motivation.
He gets his staff to set goals and then supports them
to achieve these goals. He works to understand what
skills they want to develop and helps them identify
opportunities to do this.
His staff develop ownership of their future and this
has helped his business grow immensely. At last
count there were six ‘Beechworth Bakeries’ across
Victoria and NSW.

Tom’s classic quotes:
“Nothing changes if nothing changes. And before
anything changes around here, I’ve gotta bloody
change!”
“Employ for attitude, train for skills”
“What if I train them and they leave? Well what if I
don’t and they stay!”

Fear motivation - if you don’t do this, expect this
to happen (and it won’t be pretty)
Incentive motivation – if you do this, you’ll get a
nice surprise
The first two both work, but only for a short time.

www.andrewhuffer.com.au
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From Rob Carolane in Wangaratta, Vic.
“Hey Andrew, great video and newsletter, thanks. Just a
thought about Mawson and facilitation.
One of the amazing things about Mawson was that he
wanted to explore for science, not for politics. He had the
chance to “go for the real goal” of the South Geographic
Pole with Scott, and look where that would have got him.
He decided to stay true to his values and seek a scientific
goal of the South Magnetic Pole.
We often have to do this in facilitation, stick to your values and purpose of the facilitation don’t get distracted by
short term, sometimes very attractive options to change
course.
In Mawsons case by going for a scientific goal, ( and
nearly suffering the same fate at Scott) Australia ended
up with a massive political outcome because Mawson
travelled East-West and so we were able to lay claim to
vast areas of Antarctica when the continent came to be
divided up many years later.

Facilitation
The Two Hour Strategic
Planning Session - is it Possible?
...........................................................................................

Your tips and feedback..

July, 2012

You’ll remember from Issue No. 4 that Strategic
Planning is a framework to plan for and deal with
change. Done well it will ensure all members of a team
are working in the same direction. The process can
be used for groups and individuals at several levels
including the Business and Government Sectors,
Community Groups and in your personal lives.
Recap of the Strategic Planning process
In its simplest form, strategic planning comprises three
basic elements – Now-Where-How.

My point; sometimes the hard yards early pay off with
unforseen great outcomes later, provided you have good
values and purpose.”

• Where are we now?

From Tammie Reid in Bunbury, WA.

• How will we get there?

“Andrew the explorer, I’ve just been reading Shackelton,
also passionate, a great leader and spent a lot of time
rugged up looking like you.
Agree with you wholeheartedly about the usefulness of
the stakeholder mapping tool. I use sticky labels to do
this work and add a notation onto each if they are highly
involved, attentive or browsers…. that way you begin to
build your communicaton plan, who would you like to
move into a more engaged or more disengaged quadrant,
what communication tools will suit more than one group
etc
Question for you -O great icy cool dude: – Strategic planning: there is such pressure to deliver this in less than 2
hours… I would appreciate your thinking on working with
a clients need for speed… is there a dash board quick
check approach for Strat Planning.”
Some great ideas from Rob and Tammie. Sorry to everyone else who made my day. Have a quick squiz at other
readers comments (scroll to the lower part of the
page).
PS – thanks to John Squires from Clare, SA - I’ve got
your email and will use it as a topic for the next newsletter!
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• Where do we want to go in the future?

Thanks Tammie for such an easy question to answer!
For me a two hour strategic planning process is kind
of like somebody saying “That sounds expensive,”
when I provide a quote. My (normally tactful)
response is “Compared to what?”
So if they’re saying a two hour session ‘sounds time
consuming,’ my response again would be “Compared
to what?” Having to fill new positions; responding
to reduced funding; or dealing with outraged
stakeholders?” My belief is we need to think what’s
at stake before we start cutting time off such an
important process.
Plan D? If they’re insistent on a two hour process, then
get as much info beforehand via online surveys etc.
Or think about doing the process in chunks.

(Cont. Page 6 with an example)
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Workshop 1 – work with participants to:
• Identify strengths of the team or organisation (I
use Strength Cards from Innovative Resources hi Russell!)
• Undertake a simple visioning process using a
tool like ‘Photo Language’

July, 2012
PS – there are teams and organisations in this
position. I’ve recently run some facilitation training
with the fantastic team at St John of God Hospital in
Murdoch, WA. The two hour window of availability for
their staff is their reality. Lucky they’re an innovative
group!

• Identify and prioritise opportunities for the
team or organisation (using the impact vs
capacity grid)
• Set up teams to develop action plans based
around the top priority opportunities (High
Impact: High Capacity)

Your resources
Facilitation
‘Open Space technology.’ Harrison Owen.

Community engagement

Workshop 2
• Revisit the outputs from Workshop 1
• Action planning teams report back (briefly, with
information provided beforehand)
• Then identify gaps – check that the goals,
strategies and actions link back to the vision of
the organisation and the team

“Beyond Public Meetings: Connecting Community
Engagement with Decision-Making”. Vivenne Twyford et
al

Building your team
...........................................................................................
Making Dough - Tom O’Toole. DVD available online
via www.tomotoole.com.au
Mawson and the Ice Men of the Heroic Age: Scott,
Shackelton and Amundsen. Peter Fitzsimons.

• Spend as much time as possible working on
these with the group
Above all – if people are telling you they’re time poor,
use this.
Thus, in the workshop – they HAVE to agree to
your rules – no exceptions, no BS, no long-winded
speeches – just getting down to work! Tough? Yes!
Anti-Christ of facilitation?
Possibly – so if you’re taking this approach, bring a
thick skin, a good sense of humour and have a nice
bottle of red waiting for you when you get home!
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Questions
Use this section to list up to two things you’d like
answered in following editions of the newsletter then send them to me at andrew@andrewhuffer.com.
au

July, 2012

Wrapping up - Planning 101
A useful tool in the planning of any program or
workshop is POP.
•
•

Facilitation
•

Community engagement

Purpose - what am I here to do?
Outcome - at the end of the day, what needs to
have happened?
Process - how will I go about this?

This has been of particular value to me when I run the
‘Crash Course in Facilitation.’ All the way through I’m
been asking myself these three questions. And they’re
a great tool to think about, explore and respond to
participants questions - like ‘would it be better to
use....’

Building your team

Effective promotion

Next edition

I’ve now combined these questions with Dorothy
Strachan’s design mantra of ‘Warm Up- Work Out Cool Dow’n to help map out the flow of each day
of the program. This helped right from the start in
getting participants to feel comfortable with me and
each other, so they could really get into the groove of
the workshop and be at their peak in learning. And of
course at the end of the day, it highlighted the need
for some form of reflection.
I guess more experienced facilitators are saying “der..I
know this..” Great. The next question is how much do
you apply this, how often and how rigourously?

• Facilitation - planning with ‘the client’
• Community engagement - more on measuring
effectiveness
• Building your team - your requests
• Effective promotion - your requests
Disclaimer
Because this information can be used in a variety of ways to
fit various business and personal purposes, Andrew Huffer and
Associates Pty Ltd, will not be responsible for any damages suffered
or incurred by any person arising out of their use of or reliance on
this publication or the information contained herein.
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